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Most models of the origin of ultra high energy cosmic rays rely on the existence of luminous

extragalactic sources. Cosmic rays escaping the galaxy where the source is located produce a suf-

�ciently large electric current to justify the investigation of plasma instabilities induced by such

current. Most interesting is the excitation of modes that lead to production of magnetic perturba-

tions that may scatter particles thereby hindering their escape, or at least changing the propagation

mode of escaping cosmic rays. We argue that self-generationof waves may force cosmic rays to

be con�ned in the source proximity for energiesE . 107L2=3
44 GeV for low background magnetic

�elds (B0 � nG). For larger values ofB0, cosmic rays are con�ned close to their sources for ener-

giesE . 2� 108l 10L
1=4
44 B1=2

� 10 GeV, whereB� 10 is the �eld in units of 0:1 nG,l 10 is its coherence

lengths in units of 10 Mpc andL44 is the source luminosity in units of 1044 erg/s.
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Cosmic ray self-con�nement Pasquale Blasi

1. Introduction

The onset of extragalactic cosmic rays and the end of the Galactic cosmic ray (CR) component
are subjects of major investigation at this time. However this transition region remains poorly
understood [1] and the conclusions we draw depend rather sensibly on the mass composition and
on the spectral shape of extragalactic CRs. Of particular importance is the fact that in most models
of the transition from Galactic to extragalactic CRs one is forced to assume that the �ux of the
extragalactic component is suppressed at suf�ciently low energies. Some constraints on the sources
of ultra high energy CRs (UHECRs) can be obtained as follows [2]: for a source with sizeR
to be able to accelerate CRs to energyE, the Larmor radiusE=ZeB must be smaller than the
sizeR (hereZe is the charge of CRs andB is the magnetic �eld). This implies thatB > E=ZeR.
Since the source must be able to guarantee at least a magneticenergy �ux vB2=4p, wherev is
the velocity of the accelerator, one easily gets a lower limit on the source luminosity:L & 3:2�
1045Z� 2

� E
1020eV

� 2
b erg=s whereb = v=c is the dimensionless velocity in units of the speed of

light. The required luminosity becomes even higher in the case of relativistic sources [2]. The
general conclusion is that the sources of UHECRs have to be very luminous.

Being interested in investigating the escape of CRs from their sources, here we will not con-
sider the problem of acceleration any longer and we will concentrate on the propagation outside
the host galaxy inside which the actual source is located. Onthe other hand, for the sake of brevity
we will refer to such galaxy as thesource.

Let us assume, for simplicity, that CRs leave their host galaxy with an injection spectrum
q(E) µ E� 2 up to some maximum energyEmax. The differential number density of CRs streaming
out of such sources can then be written as:

nCR(E;r) =
q(E)
4pr2c

=
LCR

L
E� 2

4pr2c
�

� 1:7� 10� 14L44 E� 2
GeV r � 2

Mpc cm� 3GeV� 1 ; (1.1)

where we have adoptedL = ln(Emax=Emin) � 25 andLCR = 1044L44 erg/TJ
/R
14.039873ing














